Fuel System Team

The Fuel System:
Technion’s FSAE racing car of this year is becoming more advanced than last year’s car in many aspects, and one of these aspects is the “Fuel system”. The main goal was to ensure proper and fast responding fuel supply at all different power demands. The pump supplied a common rail to which the injectors were attached. The fuel tank had to ensure proper fuel supply to the pump under lateral and longitudinal acceleration. Therefore, a check valve system was designed.

The fuel system contains: Tank, Fuel pump, Filter, Pressure regulator, Fittings and Pipes. The fuel system is located between the driver’s seat and the motor, and it is connected with the chassis with brackets which are designed especially for the task. The pipes are delivering the fuel to the injectors rail that is connected to the fuel system.

Abstract

Challenges and Risks

When designing the system we had to face two main issues:
1. The Sloshing Phenomenon: the movement and dynamics of the fluids inside tanks.
2. Isolation of the fuel tank to prevent fuel heating caused by the exhaust manifold.

Solution:
The Sloshing was prevented using one-way valves placed between the separated chambers in the fuel tank. All the fuel was directed to the last chamber where the pump was connected. On the outer shell of the tank, a heat insulation was placed to prevent fuel heating from the exhaust manifold.

How the System Works

1. Filling Neck
2. In Line Fuel Pump
3. Fuel Filter
4. Manifold Vacuum controlled pressure regulator
5. Fuel rail and injectors

Final Product
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